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The Aussie Camino
For Pilgrims Everywhere

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Our pilgrimage in this world must have an
end. Then, but not till then shall we have
our rest and reward.

AND A HAPPY 2014

Mary MacKillop

!

As I sit down to write this issue the temperature climbs to 44 degrees
outside and us poor Melburnians are no longer wishing for that summer
that never arrived. The weather gods somehow have stored up all our
prayers and delivered it in biblical proportions of four consecutive days
above 40C. Be careful of what you wish for!!
I have received some terrific feedback on an article that was done by
Jesuit Publications in the quarterly magazine; Madonna. I was quite
overwhelmed so I will include it in my next issue. For this newsletter I
have included some handy tips for walkers. These articles are from the
Oxfam 24hour Walk. The Oxfam Walk is quite gruelling however the
handy hints are useful for pilgrims too - particularly ones with limited
experience.
Another big thanks to Nikki Veriga who contacted me and sent me all
the photos that appear in this issue. Nikki and her two sisters have just
completed the Portuguese camino to Santiago. (see page 10)

!

Most importably in this issue I want to calculate the numbers of pilgrims for this year’s
camino from Portland to Penola. Please refer to the itinerary and registration form on the
next page. I ask that pilgrims register by 28th February. I have also sent a PDF separately
with this email.

!

Although I have some people on hand I am also asking for a
driver who may assist with the transport of luggage. This
would ideally suit someone who may not feel quite up to
the task of walking each day but still enjoy the company of
the pilgrims along the way. Please let me know if you can or
know someone else who may like to help.

!

Any questions please feel free to call or email and I hope to see
as many pilgrims as possible on April 5th
Buen camino!!

!

Luke
email: lukej.mills@bigpond.com
Mob: 0433 301 196
Camino Australia
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Camino Australia 2014
Portland to Penola
April 5 - 13
Registration and Important Information

!

Planning the camino has taken quite a few months work and I wish to thank Sean Deany for assistance
with maps and the guidebooks. I have gone through many scenarios to make the camino interesting,
enjoyable, achievable and one which has some spiritual significance. In previous correspondence I
stated I did not want to be a tour guide. However, just by inviting a group of pilgrims on a camino I take
on a small amount of responsibility in order to make it slightly easier for the group to complete the
journey.

!
However it is important for each pilgrim to understand that:
!

• In order for me to calculate numbers, each pilgrim must complete a registration form. Some of the
towns we pass through are quite small and I want to ensure we have a meal and a bed each night.
At first, I did not want to take any money however I have asked for a small registration fee of $30 to
cover initial costs. This also ensures a greater commitment and a better idea of numbers.
• I have also made plans for two short bus runs to cover a long section of the camino, and another bus
from Penola to Portland on return. Vehicles can be collected at Portland for the drive back to
Melbourne.
• I anticipate that many people will drive to Portland after we meet at the Mary MacKillop Centre East
Melbourne and I have asked that drivers indicate if they can take passengers. We have received
permission to leave cars at the All Saints Parish church in Portland. Also a vehicle with a trailer will be
provided so that pilgrims will be able to travel with just a day pack. If pilgrims wish to have luggage
transport and bus transport I will be asking for a further $70 that can be paid on the first day.
Itinerary - April 2014
Sat 5th April

Sun 6th
Mon 7th
Tue 8th
Wed 9th
Thu 10th
Fri 11th
Sat 12th
Sun 13th
Camino Australia

10:00 am

Meet at

!

Mary Mackillop Heritage Centre
362 Albert Street
East Melbourne
10:30am
Registration and pilgrims’ farewell mass in Chapel
12:00am
Depart to Portland by cars (arrive around 5pm)
Portland - Cape Bridgewater
Cape Bridgewater to Bridgewater Lakes
Lake Mombeong to Nelson
Nelson - Port MacDonnell
Port MacDonnell - Mt Gambier
Mt Gambier - Kalangadoo
Kalangadoo - Penola
(Palm Sunday) Penola return to Portland (charter bus departing 11:30am)
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REGISTRATION
CAMINO AUSTRALIA

NAME

________________________________________

ADDRESS

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

PHONE / MOBILE

________________________________________

Email

________________________________________

GENDER

MALE / FEMALE

I will be able to drive my vehicle to Portland.

YES

/ NO

I will be able to take _______ passengers to Portland.
I have paid $30 Registration fee to

L.J. Mills

YES / NO

BSB 063-167
Account Number 1051 3784
I will bring $70 on the departure day for transportation of luggage and bus transport. YES / NO
Important:
Registration fee ($30) will entitle each pilgrim to a bag tag, a pilgrim’s passport and a guide book of maps and
reflections which will be handed out on arrival. Pilgrims will also receive a certificate of completion in Penola.
Transport fee ($70) will entitle each pilgrim to have luggage transported each day, two short bus trips to cover a
long section of the camino and a return trip back to Portland from Penola.
It does not include transport between Melbourne and Portland before and after the camino.
Registration does not include meals and accommodation. Although a place will be found each night each
pilgrim will pay for his/her meals and accommodation.
Forms maybe emailed to lukej.mills@bigpond.com or
Luke Mills
11 Barkly Ave
Richmond VIC 3121

Camino Australia
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Handy Hints

The following tips are taken from the Oxfam 24 Hour Walk in which walkers complete a
staggering 100km in a 24 hour period through the outer suburbs of eastern Melbourne. It
has been popular for walkers, hikers and even runners and has grown in numbers since it
was launched as the ‘Walk Against Want’ 44 years ago.
The Oxfam walk is quite gruelling and in no way will the Aussie Camino be as demanding.
However these tips can be a useful guide for novice walkers. We will be walking in quite mild
conditions in quite flat terrain.

!

For me my biggest 5 tips for this camino are:
•
Walking poles - very helpful. Try them out before going
•
Keep back pack light. (4kg max) Just a rain jacket and food.
•
Carry 3 litres of water.
•
Worn in runners are probably better than heavy hiking boots.
•
I use Skins (compression pants) which helps stop stiffness in
the legs.

!

Buen camino!!

Camino Australia
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Pilgrims’ Tales
One of the lovely things about writing this newsletter is that many
people have contacted me about their own camino experiences.
Since the first issue my colleague and intrepid fellow pilgrim Mick
Dillon (pictured left) has not only completed 1200km throughout
France and Spain but since returning to Australia has walked from
Melbourne to Apollo Bay. That’s over 200km in 7 days. Mick has been
a great inspiration by putting in many long days and has provided me
with much valuable information about this stage.
Next stage on the list is Apollo Bay to Portland which would
complete Mick’s entire journey from Melbourne to Penola. Follow
Mick on ozcaminoantarg.edublogs.org
Buen camino compadre!!

The Portuguese Way

Nicki Veriga has sent me a lovely Powerpoint on her camino
on the lesser known Portuguese camino to Santiago. Starting
in Porto on October 13 she and her sisters; Lydia and Lee
completed the 230km journey on November 3. Passing
through Vila do Conde, Barcelos, Ponte de Lima, Rubiaes, Tui,
Rendodela, Pontevedra, Caldas de Reis and Padron to
Santiago. After her camino in which she enjoyed immensely
she passed on these handy tips to would be pilgrims;
• Travel lightly
• Take time to enjoy your surroundings
• Toilets are not always where you want them – take lots of
tissues
• Your back pack should include:
• a small medical kit with blister plasters
• water bottle
• small lunch box
• raincoat
• waterproof bag for your guide
• extra socks
• spare camera battery and memory card
• Be prepared for the unexpected
• Accept the kindness of others
• The journey is as important as the destination!!

The ubiquitous scallop shell
of the Camino de Santiago
de Compostella.(above)
The Cathedral of St James ,
Santiago. (below)

!

Thanks Nicki
LM
Camino Australia
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DVD Review: The Way
DIRECTED BY EMILIO ESTEVEZ;
STARRING EMILIO ESTEVEZ AND MARTIN SHEEN

This is the pilgrim’s must see film and for me this
is where it all started. Having heard a little about
the Camino de Santiago de Compostela I had no
real understanding of what it looked like. Enter
‘The Way’ (2010) directed by Emilio Estevez he
plays a son to his real life father Martin Sheen.

!

It is a powerful and inspirational story about
family, friends, and the challenges we face while
navigating this ever-changing and complicated
world. Sheen plays Tom, an American doctor who comes to St. Jean Pied de Port,
France to collect the remains of his adult son; Daniel, killed in
the Pyrenees in a storm while walking the Camino de Santiago,
also known as The Way of Saint James. Rather than return
home, Tom decides to embark on the historical pilgrimage to
honour his son's desire to finish the journey. What Tom doesn't
plan on is the profound impact the journey will have on him
and his "California Bubble Life". Inexperienced as a trekker,
Tom soon discovers that he will not be alone on this journey.
On his journey, Tom meets other pilgrims from around the
world, each with their own issues and looking for greater
meaning in their lives: a Dutchman (Yorick van Wageningen, a
Canadian (Deborah Kara Unger) and an Irish writer (James
Nesbitt).

!

This is a great movie, one that some pilgrims can
watch time and time again. It reminds us that
there whilst is a vast world out there for us to
explore the most important thing in the world are
the real people that are right under our nose.

!

In the same way as Tom discovers from his last
conversation with Daniel, we also come to realise
“There is a difference between the life we live and
the life we choose.”
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